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955-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT10

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for Audi Q7 vehicles. Replaces the tail 

gate lift handle while retaining complete functionality of the automatic open-

ing tail gate. Includes a super high-quality Sony HAD II camera with .01 lux 

and 170 degree field of view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

955-OeM-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT208

Factory-fit rear view camera for Audi Q7 vehicles. Replaces one of the li-

cense plate illumination lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera 

with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  Requires no modification to the 

vehicle.

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITHOUT screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITH a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  
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 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Includes a 

super high-quality Sony HAD II camera with .01 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI09 INTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT186

The Audi 09 internal MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the radio. It has a dedicated 

rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and Video inputs 

and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio integration 

into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory aux audio input 

capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a rear view, front 

view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation system, DVD 

player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color LCD screen. 

Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

AUDI-3G-VIM 
SKU# NTV-KIT231

The Audi-3G-VIM is a fiber optic video in motion module for all 2009 and up 

Audi vehicles that play a DVD movie on the front LCD screen while in park. 

With the device installed it allows DVD playback even at highway speeds. 

  VIDeO

 
IN

  
     

MOTION

10
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AVA4 

SKU# NTV-KIT015

The AVA4 allows you to add an external Audio/Video device to 2006-2008 

Audi A4, S4 and Lamborghini Gallardo vehicles equipped with the RNSE-

High Navigation radio. Common uses for the AVA4 are to add an external 

DVD player, video iPod, game station or front camera to the factory LCD 

navigation screen. Video in motion for the A/V input is support.

MOST-AUx-AUDI 

SKU# NTV-KIT008

The MOST-AUX-AUDI is a M.O.S.T. fiber optic audio integration module 

that allows audio to be introduced digitally into the factory stereo system. 

Coupled with a video interface module, the MOST-AUX provides a true A/V 

input solution. 

OpI-AUDI IpOD wITH AUx 
INpUT 

SKU# NTV-KIT148

The OPI-A is an iPod adapter for select Audi vehicles utilizing M.O.S.T. fiber 

optic technology. It provides audiophile sound quality while allowing you 

to connect, control, charge* and play an iPod through the factory stereo 

system. All information is displayed on the factory LCD screen and provides 

the ability to select Playlists, Artists, Albums and Genres. An auxiliary audio 

input is provided to allow an additional portable audio unit to be connected 

to system with perfect 20HZ-20KHZ audio quality. 

* May require an additional charging adapter for some iPods and iPhones. * 

CD changer must be bypassed

 VIDeO AUDIO VIDeO

IN IN 
IN

  
     

MOTION

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

 AUDIO 
IN   

     

 
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   

     

CAyeNNe CLOSeR 

SKU# NTV-KIT183

The Cayenne Closer is for Audi Q7 vehicles with a power lift gate. It adds the 

ability to close the tail gate from the factory remote control and to roll up the 

windows. 
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OpI-A & TOOKI AUDI 
BLUeTOOTH pACKAGe 

SKU# NTV-KIT145

A combination of the OPI-A iPod adapter and the Tooki Audi Bluetooth 

integration module. The units can be used together or in separate vehicles.   

RGBA8 

SKU# NTV-KIT039

The RGBA8 is a video interface for select 2004 to 2008 Audi vehicles. It has 

a dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to two Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Used 

in conjunction with the MOST AUX AUDI or the factory aux audio input will 

create a complete audio/video solution. The most common use of the RGBA8 

is to add a rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket 

navigation system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s 

factory color LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is 

supported.

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

SIR-AUDI
SKU# NTV-KIT051

The SIR-AUDI is a Sirius Satellite Radio adapter for select Audi vehicles 

utilizing M.O.S.T. fiber optic technology. It provides audiophile sound quality 

while allowing you to control and operate the satellite radio through the 

factory stereo system. Channels, categories, station names, artists and 

song information are displayed on the factory LCD screen and are selectable 

using the factory MMI radio controller.
  SIRIUS  

 
SAT

  
     

RADIO

 AUDIO 
IN   

     

12

 
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   

     

 BT
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   

     

TOOKI-AUDI
SKU# NTV-KIT214

The TOOKI-AUDI is a Bluetooth adapter for select Audi vehicles utilizing 

M.O.S.T. fiber optic technology. It allows you to make and receive calls 

through the factory radio in order to be in compliance with Bluetooth laws. 

Noise cancellation and phone dependent voice recognition are included. 

Steering wheel controls are also supported and the caller ID is shown in the 

factory LCD and on the instrument cluster.

 BT  
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2006-2008 AUDI A4/S4/RS4 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

AVA4 

SKU# NTV-KIT015

The AVA4 allows you to add an external Audio/Video device to 2006-2008 

Audi A4, S4 and Lamborghini Gallardo vehicles equipped with the RNSE-

High Navigation radio. Common uses for the AVA4 are to add an external 

DVD player, video iPod, game station or front camera to the factory LCD 

navigation screen. Video in motion for the A/V input is support.

 VIDeO AUDIO VIDeO

IN IN 
IN

  
     

MOTION

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2006 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITHOUT screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2006 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITH a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  
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2009-2012 AUDI A4/S4/RS4 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

MMI CONTROL ON THE RADIO. DOES NOT PLAY A DVD 
MOVIE

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, 

S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is at-

tached WITHOUT screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination 

lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 

170 degree field of view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITH a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI09 INTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT186

The Audi 09 internal MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the radio. It has a dedicated 

rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and Video inputs 

and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio integration 

into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory aux audio input 

capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a rear view, front 

view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation system, DVD 

player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color LCD screen. 

Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 
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2009-2012 AUDI A4/S4/RS4 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. DOES NOT PLAY 
A DVD MOVIE

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, 

S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is at-

tached WITHOUT screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination 

lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 

170 degree field of view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITH a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 
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2009-2012 AUDI A4/S4/RS4 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-
CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi 

A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where the 

license plate illumination light is attached WITHOUT 

screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination 

lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera 

with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  Requires no 

modification to the vehicle. 

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. PLAYS A DVD 
MOVIE IN PARK

AUDI-3G-VIM 
SKU# NTV-KIT231

The Audi-3G-VIM is a fiber optic video in motion module for all 

2009 and up Audi vehicles that play a DVD movie on the front 

LCD screen while in park. With the device installed it allows DVD 

playback even at highway speeds.   VIDeO

 
IN

  
     

MOTION

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-
CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi 

A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where 

the license plate illumination light is attached WITH 

a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumina-

tion lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD 

camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  

Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 
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2009-2012 AUDI A5/S5/Q5 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, 

S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is at-

tached WITHOUT screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination 

lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 

170 degree field of view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITH a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI09 INTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT186

The Audi 09 internal MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the radio. It has a dedicated 

rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and Video inputs 

and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio integration 

into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory aux audio input 

capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a rear view, front 

view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation system, DVD 

player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color LCD screen. 

Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MMI CONTROL ON THE RADIO. DOES NOT PLAY A DVD 
MOVIE

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 
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2009-2012 AUDI A5/S5/Q5 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. DOES NOT PLAY 
A DVD MOVIE

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITH a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, 

S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is at-

tached WITHOUT screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination 

lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 

170 degree field of view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle. 
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2009-2012 AUDI A5/S5/Q5 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. PLAYS A DVD 
MOVIE IN PARK

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-
CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi 

A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where the 

license plate illumination light is attached WITHOUT 

screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination 

lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera 

with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  Requires no 

modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-3G-VIM 
SKU# NTV-KIT231

The Audi-3G-VIM is a fiber optic video in motion module for all 

2009 and up Audi vehicles that play a DVD movie on the front 

LCD screen while in park. With the device installed it allows DVD 

playback even at highway speeds.   VIDeO

 
IN

  
     

MOTION

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-
CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi 

A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where 

the license plate illumination light is attached WITH 

a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumina-

tion lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD 

camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  

Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 
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2004-2008 AUDI A6/S6/RS6 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

RGBA8 

SKU# NTV-KIT039

The RGBA8 is a video interface for select 2004 to 2008 Audi vehicles. It has 

a dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to two Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Used 

in conjunction with the MOST AUX AUDI or the factory aux audio input will 

create a complete audio/video solution. The most common use of the RGBA8 

is to add a rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket 

navigation system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s 

factory color LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is 

supported.

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MOST-AUx-AUDI 

SKU# NTV-KIT008

The MOST-AUX-AUDI is a M.O.S.T. fiber optic audio integration module 

that allows audio to be introduced digitally into the factory stereo system. 

Coupled with a video interface module, the MOST-AUX provides a true A/V 

input solution. 
 AUDIO 

IN   
     

OpI-AUDI IpOD wITH AUx 
INpUT 

SKU# NTV-KIT148

The OPI-A is an iPod adapter for select Audi vehicles utilizing M.O.S.T. fiber 

optic technology. It provides audiophile sound quality while allowing you 

to connect, control, charge* and play an iPod through the factory stereo 

system. All information is displayed on the factory LCD screen and provides 

the ability to select Playlists, Artists, Albums and Genres. An auxiliary audio 

input is provided to allow an additional portable audio unit to be connected 

to system with perfect 20HZ-20KHZ audio quality. 

* May require an additional charging adapter for some iPods and iPhones. * 

CD changer must be bypassed

 
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   
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2004-2008 AUDI A6/S6/RS6 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

SIR-AUDI
SKU# NTV-KIT051

The SIR-AUDI is a Sirius Satellite Radio adapter for select Audi vehicles 

utilizing M.O.S.T. fiber optic technology. It provides audiophile sound quality 

while allowing you to control and operate the satellite radio through the 

factory stereo system. Channels, categories, station names, artists and 

song information are displayed on the factory LCD screen and are selectable 

using the factory MMI radio controller.
  SIRIUS  

 
SAT

  
     

RADIO

TOOKI-AUDI
SKU# NTV-KIT214

The TOOKI-AUDI is a Bluetooth adapter for select Audi vehicles utilizing 

M.O.S.T. fiber optic technology. It allows you to make and receive calls 

through the factory radio in order to be in compliance with Bluetooth laws. 

Noise cancellation and phone dependent voice recognition are included. 

Steering wheel controls are also supported and the caller ID is shown in the 

factory LCD and on the instrument cluster.

 BT  
   

     

OpI-A & TOOKI AUDI 
BLUeTOOTH pACKAGe 

SKU# NTV-KIT145

A combination of the OPI-A iPod adapter and the Tooki Audi Bluetooth 

integration module. The units can be used together or in separate vehicles.   

 BT
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   
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2004-2008 AUDI A6/S6/RS6 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

 BT  
   

     

 BT
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   

     

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for select Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, A8 and 

S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached WITHOUT 

screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and includes 

a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  

Requires no modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for select Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, A8 

and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached WITH 

a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and includes 

a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  

Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for select Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 and A6 

vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining complete 

functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires no modifi-

cation to the vehicle. 
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2008-2010 ACURA RL

1999-2003 ACURA TL

Compatible	Radio	or	LCD	Screen

Compatible	Radio	or	LCD	Screen

RGB2+  SKU# NTV-KIT038
INTeNDeD USeS
	 •	 Automatic	rear	view	camera	while	in	reverse
	 	•	 	Video	input	for	displaying	aftermarket	electronics	 

on	the	factory	screen
	 •	 FLIR	night	vision	camera	integration
	 •	 Front	camera	or	baby	camera	integration
Video In Motion For Aftermarket Video Devices Is 
Supported
2 Composite Video Inputs
Installs Behind The Factory LCD Sreen

RGBHON+  SKU# NTV-KIT059
INTeNDeD USeS
	 •	 Automatic	rear	view	camera	while	in	reverse
	 •	 	Video	input	for	displaying	aftermarket	electronics	 

on	the	factory	screen
	 •	 FLIR	night	vision	camera	integration
	 •	 Front	camera	or	baby	camera	integration
Video In Motion For Aftermarket Video Devices Is 
Supported
2 Composite Video Inputs
Installs Behind The Factory Lcd Sreen

 pNp VIDeO FLIR BACKUp 
  IN  CAMeRA 

 pNp VIDeO FLIR BACKUp FRONT
  IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA
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2009-2012 AUDI A6/S6 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. DOES NOT PLAY 
A DVD MOVIE

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITH a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, 

S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is at-

tached WITHOUT screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination 

lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 

170 degree field of view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle. 
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2008-2010 ACURA RL

1999-2003 ACURA TL

Compatible	Radio	or	LCD	Screen

Compatible	Radio	or	LCD	Screen

RGB2+  SKU# NTV-KIT038
INTeNDeD USeS
	 •	 Automatic	rear	view	camera	while	in	reverse
	 	•	 	Video	input	for	displaying	aftermarket	electronics	 

on	the	factory	screen
	 •	 FLIR	night	vision	camera	integration
	 •	 Front	camera	or	baby	camera	integration
Video In Motion For Aftermarket Video Devices Is 
Supported
2 Composite Video Inputs
Installs Behind The Factory LCD Sreen

RGBHON+  SKU# NTV-KIT059
INTeNDeD USeS
	 •	 Automatic	rear	view	camera	while	in	reverse
	 •	 	Video	input	for	displaying	aftermarket	electronics	 

on	the	factory	screen
	 •	 FLIR	night	vision	camera	integration
	 •	 Front	camera	or	baby	camera	integration
Video In Motion For Aftermarket Video Devices Is 
Supported
2 Composite Video Inputs
Installs Behind The Factory Lcd Sreen

 pNp VIDeO FLIR BACKUp 
  IN  CAMeRA 

 pNp VIDeO FLIR BACKUp FRONT
  IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA
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2009-2012 AUDI A6/S6 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. PLAYS A DVD 
MOVIE IN PARK

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-
CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi 

A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where the 

license plate illumination light is attached WITHOUT 

screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination 

lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera 

with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  Requires no 

modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-3G-VIM 
SKU# NTV-KIT231

The Audi-3G-VIM is a fiber optic video in motion module for all 

2009 and up Audi vehicles that play a DVD movie on the front 

LCD screen while in park. With the device installed it allows DVD 

playback even at highway speeds.   VIDeO

 
IN

  
     

MOTION

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-
CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi 

A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where 

the license plate illumination light is attached WITH 

a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumina-

tion lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD 

camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  

Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 
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2008-2010 ACURA RL

1999-2003 ACURA TL

Compatible	Radio	or	LCD	Screen

Compatible	Radio	or	LCD	Screen

RGB2+  SKU# NTV-KIT038
INTeNDeD USeS
	 •	 Automatic	rear	view	camera	while	in	reverse
	 	•	 	Video	input	for	displaying	aftermarket	electronics	 

on	the	factory	screen
	 •	 FLIR	night	vision	camera	integration
	 •	 Front	camera	or	baby	camera	integration
Video In Motion For Aftermarket Video Devices Is 
Supported
2 Composite Video Inputs
Installs Behind The Factory LCD Sreen

RGBHON+  SKU# NTV-KIT059
INTeNDeD USeS
	 •	 Automatic	rear	view	camera	while	in	reverse
	 •	 	Video	input	for	displaying	aftermarket	electronics	 

on	the	factory	screen
	 •	 FLIR	night	vision	camera	integration
	 •	 Front	camera	or	baby	camera	integration
Video In Motion For Aftermarket Video Devices Is 
Supported
2 Composite Video Inputs
Installs Behind The Factory Lcd Sreen

 pNp VIDeO FLIR BACKUp 
  IN  CAMeRA 

 pNp VIDeO FLIR BACKUp FRONT
  IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA
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2012 AUDI A7/S7 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. PLAYS A DVD 
MOVIE IN PARK

AUDI-3G-VIM 
SKU# NTV-KIT231

The Audi-3G-VIM is a fiber optic video in motion module for all 

2009 and up Audi vehicles that play a DVD movie on the front 

LCD screen while in park. With the device installed it allows DVD 

playback even at highway speeds.   VIDeO

 
IN

  
     

MOTION
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2004-2008 AUDI A8/S8 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

RGBA8 

SKU# NTV-KIT039

The RGBA8 is a video interface for select 2004 to 2008 Audi vehicles. It has 

a dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to two Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Used 

in conjunction with the MOST AUX AUDI or the factory aux audio input will 

create a complete audio/video solution. The most common use of the RGBA8 

is to add a rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket 

navigation system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s 

factory color LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is 

supported.

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MOST-AUx-AUDI 

SKU# NTV-KIT008

FThe MOST-AUX-AUDI is a M.O.S.T. fiber optic audio integration module 

that allows audio to be introduced digitally into the factory stereo system. 

Coupled with a video interface module, the MOST-AUX provides a true A/V 

input solution. 
 AUDIO 

IN   
     

OpI-AUDI IpOD wITH AUx 
INpUT 

SKU# NTV-KIT148

The OPI-A is an iPod adapter for select Audi vehicles utilizing M.O.S.T. fiber 

optic technology. It provides audiophile sound quality while allowing you 

to connect, control, charge* and play an iPod through the factory stereo 

system. All information is displayed on the factory LCD screen and provides 

the ability to select Playlists, Artists, Albums and Genres. An auxiliary audio 

input is provided to allow an additional portable audio unit to be connected 

to system with perfect 20HZ-20KHZ audio quality. 

* May require an additional charging adapter for some iPods and iPhones. * 

CD changer must be bypassed

 
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   
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2004-2008 AUDI A8/S8 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

SIR-AUDI
SKU# NTV-KIT051

The SIR-AUDI is a Sirius Satellite Radio adapter for select Audi vehicles 

utilizing M.O.S.T. fiber optic technology. It provides audiophile sound quality 

while allowing you to control and operate the satellite radio through the 

factory stereo system. Channels, categories, station names, artists and 

song information are displayed on the factory LCD screen and are selectable 

using the factory MMI radio controller.
  SIRIUS  

 
SAT

  
     

RADIO

TOOKI-AUDI
SKU# NTV-KIT214

The TOOKI-AUDI is a Bluetooth adapter for select Audi vehicles utilizing 

M.O.S.T. fiber optic technology. It allows you to make and receive calls 

through the factory radio in order to be in compliance with Bluetooth laws. 

Noise cancellation and phone dependent voice recognition are included. 

Steering wheel controls are also supported and the caller ID is shown in the 

factory LCD and on the instrument cluster.

 BT  
   

     

OpI-A & TOOKI AUDI 
BLUeTOOTH pACKAGe 

SKU# NTV-KIT145

A combination of the OPI-A iPod adapter and the Tooki Audi Bluetooth 

integration module. The units can be used together or in separate vehicles.   

 BT
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   
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2004-2008 AUDI A8/S8 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

 BT  
   

     

 BT
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   

     

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2004 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITHOUT screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle. 

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2004 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITH a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  
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2009-2012 AUDI A8/S8 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. PLAYS A DVD 
MOVIE IN PARK

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

AUDI-3G-VIM 
SKU# NTV-KIT231

The Audi-3G-VIM is a fiber optic video in motion module for all 

2009 and up Audi vehicles that play a DVD movie on the front 

LCD screen while in park. With the device installed it allows DVD 

playback even at highway speeds.   VIDeO

 
IN

  
     

MOTION

AUDI-6/8-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT227

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, S6, 

A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is attached 

WITH a screw. Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights and 

includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of 

view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

AUDI-4/5-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT228

Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S6, A6, 

S6, A8 and S8 vehicles where the license plate illumination light is at-

tached WITHOUT screws. Replaces one of the license plate illumination 

lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with .1 lux and 

170 degree field of view.  Requires no modification to the vehicle. 
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2011-2012 AUDI Q3 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

MMI CONTROL ON THE RADIO. DOES NOT PLAY A DVD 
MOVIE

AUDI09 INTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT186

The Audi 09 internal MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the radio. It has a dedicated 

rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and Video inputs 

and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio integration 

into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory aux audio input 

capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a rear view, front 

view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation system, DVD 

player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color LCD screen. 

Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD
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2011-2012 AUDI Q3 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. DOES NOT PLAY 
A DVD MOVIE

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD
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2011-2012 AUDI Q3 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. PLAYS A DVD 
MOVIE IN PARK

AUDI-3G-VIM 
SKU# NTV-KIT231

The Audi-3G-VIM is a fiber optic video in motion module for all 

2009 and up Audi vehicles that play a DVD movie on the front 

LCD screen while in park. With the device installed it allows DVD 

playback even at highway speeds.   VIDeO

 
IN

  
     

MOTION
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2009-2012 AUDI Q5 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

AUDI09 INTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT186

The Audi 09 internal MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the radio. It has a dedicated 

rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and Video inputs 

and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio integration 

into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory aux audio input 

capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a rear view, front 

view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation system, DVD 

player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color LCD screen. 

Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MMI CONTROL ON THE RADIO. DOES NOT PLAY A DVD 
MOVIE

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 
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2009-2012 AUDI Q5 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. DOES NOT PLAY 
A DVD MOVIE

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 
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2009-2012 AUDI Q5 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. PLAYS A DVD 
MOVIE IN PARK

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

AUDI-3G-VIM 
SKU# NTV-KIT231

The Audi-3G-VIM is a fiber optic video in motion module for all 

2009 and up Audi vehicles that play a DVD movie on the front 

LCD screen while in park. With the device installed it allows DVD 

playback even at highway speeds.   VIDeO

 
IN

  
     

MOTION

AUDI-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT381

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for 2009 and up Audi A4, S4, A5, S5, Q5 

and A6 vehicles. Replaces the tail gate or trunk lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail gate or trunk. Requires 

no modification to the vehicle. 
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2007-2008 AUDI Q7 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

RGBA8 

SKU# NTV-KIT039

The RGBA8 is a video interface for select 2004 to 2008 Audi vehicles. It has 

a dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to two Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Used 

in conjunction with the MOST AUX AUDI or the factory aux audio input will 

create a complete audio/video solution. The most common use of the RGBA8 

is to add a rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket 

navigation system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s 

factory color LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is 

supported.

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MOST-AUx-AUDI 

SKU# NTV-KIT008

The MOST-AUX-AUDI is a M.O.S.T. fiber optic audio integration module 

that allows audio to be introduced digitally into the factory stereo system. 

Coupled with a video interface module, the MOST-AUX provides a true A/V 

input solution. 
 AUDIO 

IN   
     

OpI-AUDI IpOD wITH AUx 
INpUT 

SKU# NTV-KIT148

The OPI-A is an iPod adapter for select Audi vehicles utilizing M.O.S.T. fiber 

optic technology. It provides audiophile sound quality while allowing you 

to connect, control, charge* and play an iPod through the factory stereo 

system. All information is displayed on the factory LCD screen and provides 

the ability to select Playlists, Artists, Albums and Genres. An auxiliary audio 

input is provided to allow an additional portable audio unit to be connected 

to system with perfect 20HZ-20KHZ audio quality. 

* May require an additional charging adapter for some iPods and iPhones. * 

CD changer must be bypassed

 
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   
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2007-2008 AUDI Q7 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

SIR-AUDI
SKU# NTV-KIT051

The SIR-AUDI is a Sirius Satellite Radio adapter for select Audi vehicles 

utilizing M.O.S.T. fiber optic technology. It provides audiophile sound quality 

while allowing you to control and operate the satellite radio through the 

factory stereo system. Channels, categories, station names, artists and 

song information are displayed on the factory LCD screen and are selectable 

using the factory MMI radio controller.
  SIRIUS  

 
SAT

  
     

RADIO

TOOKI-AUDI
SKU# NTV-KIT214

The TOOKI-AUDI is a Bluetooth adapter for select Audi vehicles utilizing 

M.O.S.T. fiber optic technology. It allows you to make and receive calls 

through the factory radio in order to be in compliance with Bluetooth laws. 

Noise cancellation and phone dependent voice recognition are included. 

Steering wheel controls are also supported and the caller ID is shown in the 

factory LCD and on the instrument cluster.

 BT  
   

     

OpI-A & TOOKI AUDI 
BLUeTOOTH pACKAGe 

SKU# NTV-KIT145

A combination of the OPI-A iPod adapter and the Tooki Audi Bluetooth 

integration module. The units can be used together or in separate vehicles.   

 BT
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   
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2007-2008 AUDI Q7 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

 BT  
   

     

 BT
IpOD

AUDIO 
IN   

     

955-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT10

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for Audi Q7 vehicles. Replaces the tail 

gate lift handle while retaining complete functionality of the automatic open-

ing tail gate. Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

955-OeM-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT208

Factory-fit rear view camera for Audi Q7 vehicles. Replaces one of the li-

cense plate illumination lights and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera 

with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  Requires no modification to the 

vehicle.

CAyeNNe CLOSeR 

SKU# NTV-KIT183

The Cayenne Closer is for Audi Q7 vehicles with a power lift gate. It adds the 

ability to close the tail gate from the factory remote control and to roll up the 

windows. 
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2008-2010 ACURA RL

1999-2003 ACURA TL

Compatible	Radio	or	LCD	Screen

Compatible	Radio	or	LCD	Screen

RGB2+  SKU# NTV-KIT038
INTeNDeD USeS
	 •	 Automatic	rear	view	camera	while	in	reverse
	 	•	 	Video	input	for	displaying	aftermarket	electronics	 

on	the	factory	screen
	 •	 FLIR	night	vision	camera	integration
	 •	 Front	camera	or	baby	camera	integration
Video In Motion For Aftermarket Video Devices Is 
Supported
2 Composite Video Inputs
Installs Behind The Factory LCD Sreen

RGBHON+  SKU# NTV-KIT059
INTeNDeD USeS
	 •	 Automatic	rear	view	camera	while	in	reverse
	 •	 	Video	input	for	displaying	aftermarket	electronics	 

on	the	factory	screen
	 •	 FLIR	night	vision	camera	integration
	 •	 Front	camera	or	baby	camera	integration
Video In Motion For Aftermarket Video Devices Is 
Supported
2 Composite Video Inputs
Installs Behind The Factory Lcd Sreen

 pNp VIDeO FLIR BACKUp 
  IN  CAMeRA 

 pNp VIDeO FLIR BACKUp FRONT
  IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA
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2009-2012 AUDI Q7 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. DOES NOT PLAY 
A DVD MOVIE

955-OeM-HANDLe-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT110

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for Audi Q7 vehicles. Replaces 

the tail gate lift handle while retaining complete functionality of the 

automatic opening tail gate. Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

955-OeM-LIGHT-CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT208

Factory-fit rear view camera for Audi Q7 vehicles. Replaces one of 

the license plate illumination lights and includes a high-quality Sony 

CCD camera with .1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  Requires no 

modification to the vehicle.

CAyeNNe CLOSeR 

SKU# NTV-KIT183

The Cayenne Closer is for Audi Q7 vehicles with a power lift gate. It 

adds the ability to close the tail gate from the factory remote control 

and to roll up the windows. 
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2008-2010 ACURA RL

1999-2003 ACURA TL

Compatible	Radio	or	LCD	Screen

Compatible	Radio	or	LCD	Screen

RGB2+  SKU# NTV-KIT038
INTeNDeD USeS
	 •	 Automatic	rear	view	camera	while	in	reverse
	 	•	 	Video	input	for	displaying	aftermarket	electronics	 

on	the	factory	screen
	 •	 FLIR	night	vision	camera	integration
	 •	 Front	camera	or	baby	camera	integration
Video In Motion For Aftermarket Video Devices Is 
Supported
2 Composite Video Inputs
Installs Behind The Factory LCD Sreen

RGBHON+  SKU# NTV-KIT059
INTeNDeD USeS
	 •	 Automatic	rear	view	camera	while	in	reverse
	 •	 	Video	input	for	displaying	aftermarket	electronics	 

on	the	factory	screen
	 •	 FLIR	night	vision	camera	integration
	 •	 Front	camera	or	baby	camera	integration
Video In Motion For Aftermarket Video Devices Is 
Supported
2 Composite Video Inputs
Installs Behind The Factory Lcd Sreen

 pNp VIDeO FLIR BACKUp 
  IN  CAMeRA 

 pNp VIDeO FLIR BACKUp FRONT
  IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA
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2009-2012 AUDI Q7 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

MMI CONTROL ON THE CENTER CONSOLE. PLAYS A DVD 
MOVIE IN PARK

 NAV VIDeO 
FLIR

 BACKUp FRONT
 IN IN  CAMeRA CAMeRA

AUDI09 exTeRNAL MMI  

SKU# NTV-KIT187

The Audi 09 External MMI is a video interface for select 2009 and up Audi 

vehicles where the MMI controller is located on the center console. It has a 

dedicated rear view camera and RGBs input in addition to three Audio and 

Video inputs and an A/V switcher with an output for external monitors. Audio 

integration into the factory system requires that the vehicle have factory 

aux audio input capability. The most common use of the Audi 09 is to add a 

rear view, front view or FLIR night vision camera, an aftermarket navigation 

system, DVD player, video iPod or game station to the vehicle’s factory color 

LCD screen. Video in motion for the aftermarket accessories is supported.

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD

AUDI-3G-VIM 
SKU# NTV-KIT231

The Audi-3G-VIM is a fiber optic video in motion module for all 

2009 and up Audi vehicles that play a DVD movie on the front 

LCD screen while in park. With the device installed it allows DVD 

playback even at highway speeds.   VIDeO

 
IN

  
     

MOTION

955-OeM-HANDLe-
CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT110

OEM Factory-fit rear view camera for Audi Q7 vehi-

cles. Replaces the tail gate lift handle while retaining 

complete functionality of the automatic opening tail 

gate. Requires no modification to the vehicle.  

955-OeM-LIGHT-
CAM  

SKU# NTV-KIT208

Factory-fit rear view camera for Audi Q7 vehicles. 

Replaces one of the license plate illumination lights 

and includes a high-quality Sony CCD camera with 

.1 lux and 170 degree field of view.  Requires no 

modification to the vehicle.

CAyeNNe CLOSeR 

SKU# NTV-KIT183

The Cayenne Closer is for Audi Q7 vehicles with a power lift gate. It 

adds the ability to close the tail gate from the factory remote control 

and to roll up the windows. 
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2006-2008 AUDI R8 Compatible Radio or LCD Screen

AVA4 

SKU# NTV-KIT015

The AVA4 allows you to add an external Audio/Video device to 2006-2008 

Audi A4, S4, RS4, R8 and Lamborghini Gallardo vehicles equipped with 

the RNSE-High Navigation radio. Common uses for the AVA4 are to add an 

external DVD player, video iPod, game station or front camera to the factory 

LCD navigation screen. Video in motion for the A/V input is support.

 VIDeO AUDIO VIDeO

IN IN 
IN

  
     

MOTION

   GAMe DVD VIDeO
   IN INpUT IpOD


